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Foreword

The Canadian Transportation Research Forum was established in 1966 and its members consist of a broadly based group of transportation professionals with an interest in research and informed opinion on public policy.

In furtherance of this interest, the Canadian Transportation Research Forum sponsors a national conference in Canada every year. At this conference, invited speakers present their views together with their research papers. These research papers are discussed by the panel and the participating audience. The best papers are presented cash prizes to reward the outstanding work of the researchers and all the papers are published as part of the proceedings.

These proceedings have resulted in the accumulation of numerous volumes over the years, making it difficult for researchers to easily access the subject matter of their interests. To facilitate the task of researchers, it was decided to assemble these volumes in the form of a Bibliography of Canadian Transportation Research Forum Proceedings for the period 1983-2016. The initial year was chosen as 1983 as it was the first year in which the Canadian Transportation Research Forum printed its research papers.

This Bibliography consists of three basic parts. The first part is a listing of papers by subject. The second part is a listing as it appears in each volume of the annual proceedings. The final part consists of an index of authors. In addition, a fairly large table of contents is presented initially to shorten the search process for various topics of interest.

This undertaking would not have been possible without the encouragement of the Canadian Transportation Research Forum. In addition, the help and assistance of a number of members of the Board of Directors have to be specifically acknowledged. The four individuals who deserve special mention are Mr. Lloyd L. Ash, Ms. Gail R. Sparks, Gerry Kolaitis and Carole Ann Woudsma.
It is hoped that this volume will be of assistance to the numerous researchers in transportation. Any shortcomings of this volume are solely the responsibility of the authors. Should anyone have any suggestions on how this volume can be improved so as to be of greater use, please feel free to contact the authors. Finally, the authors would like to thank the Canadian Transportation Research Forum for publishing this volume.

Joseph Monteiro and Dr. Gerald Robertson
April 30, 2018
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Student Prize-Winning Papers from the 1999-2000 CTRF Student Paper Competition
1. The A to DC of Order Fulfillment in E-Tailing
   Ignatius V. Hsu .....923

2. The Civil Aviation Industry: A Discussion of Air Pollution Problems
   Samantha Sawyer .....939

3. A Theoretical Analysis of Low-Cost Entry in the Air Transport Industry
   Bonnie-Lynn Robertson .....951
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Air Navigation and Airport Operations
1. *Economic Impact of a New Airport Terminal Building: An Ex Ante Assessment*  
   Barry E. Prentice and J. Jurgens Bekker  .....1
2. *Airports: A Gateway City Facilitator*  
   Darren Prokop and Michael Crockatt  .....16
3. *Airline Domestic Ownership Requirements: The Cases of Canada and Australia*  
   Raymon J. Kaduck and Paul Hopper  .....31
4. *A Survey of Aviation Trends in the Prairie and Northern Region*  
   Geoffrey Horner and Barry E. Prentice  .....49

Rail Modelling and Technology Advances
   Greg Peterson and Gordon Baldwin  .....62
2. *Innovation and Growth: Two Success Factors for Logistics Third Parties*  
   Thierry Sauvage  .....77
3. *The Application of Option Modeling to Rail Abandonment Policy Decisions in Canada*  
   Stephen M. Law, Alexandra E. Mackay and James F. Nolan  .....94
4. *Impact of Shuttle Rates on Local Grain Flows*  
   Kimberly Vachal and Kenneth Button  .....105

Road Financing
1. *Roads as a Public Good: Attitudes and Approaches in North America*  
   Mark Ojah and Barry E. Prentice  .....118
2. *Toll Roads in Canada*  
   Fred P. Nix  .....134
3. *Changing the Face of Trucking*  
   James A. Park  .....149

Urban Transportation - Reducing Congestion
1. *Options for Reducing Automobile Dependence in Urban Areas: A Case Study of Toronto*  
   Richard Soberman  .....164
2. *Congestion Pricing in the Morning and Evening Peaks: A Comparison Using the Bottleneck Model*  
   André de Palma and Robin Lindsey  .....179
3. *Performance Evaluation of Modern Roundabouts on South Golden Road*  
   Stephen C. Sargeant and James S. Christie  .....194

Risk Assessment
1. *Changes in Schedule Tightness Among Long-Distance Tractor-Trailer Drivers in the US*  
   Richard Beilcock  .....210
2. *Locating Emergency Response Units for Dangerous Goods Movements: How to Assess the Risk*  
   Ghada Hamouda, Lee Fu, and Frank Saccomanno  .....224
Travel, Tourism and Highway Safety
1. The Transborder Travel and Tourism Market During the 1990s
   Michael Pustay .....246
2. Driving Characteristics of the Young and Aging Population
   John Nicoletta .....257
3. Using GIS to Monitor the Impact of Changes in Policy and Structure
   David Spearin .....272

Marine Economics
1. Commercial Ports and Urban Activities: Conflicting Perspectives
   Michael Ircha .....287
2. The Shipping Conference Exemption Act: A Step Towards the US Reforms - But Are We Moving in the Right Direction?
   Joseph Monteiro and Gerald Robertson .....302

Security, Open Skies and Labour Realities
1. The Open Skies Agreement Between the United States of America and Canada - The Results. Does It Suggest the Need for a Wider Pact and More Liberal Air Pact?
   Joseph Monteiro, David Krause and André Downs .....319
2. NAV CANADA Unions’ Merger with the Canadian Autoworkers
   Raymon J. Kaduck .....338

Aircraft in Canadian Skies
1. Rotary Wing Aviation in Canada
   Joseph Monteiro and Benjamin Atkinson .....353
2. Airships to the Rescue: Re-Supply and Emergency Response in the Arctic Resource Development
   Barry E. Prentice and A.J. Phillips .....371

Reforms in the Marine Sector
1. The Impact of Customs Reforms on the International Ocean Carrier Industry
   Michael Haughton and Garland Chow .....383
2. The Evolution of the Deep-Sea Fleet that Supports Canada’s International Trade
   Doug O’Keefe .....397
3. The Effect of Port State Control on Substandard Shipping
   Darryl Anderson .....413

Economic Modelling, Mergers and Acquisitions
1. The Use of Proxy Variables in Economic Gravity Models: A Cautionary Note
   Erica Vido and Barry E. Prentice .....427
2. Mergers and Acquisitions Involving Transport Companies in the 1990s
   Mary Brooks .....442
3. Alternate Methodology for Conducting Economic Feasibility Studies of New Road Projects
   Frank Wilson and Alemayehu Ambo .....457

Sustainable Transportation Trade And Alternate Energy Sources
1. Feasibility of Fuel Cell Railway Locomotives
   Douglas Duncan .....473
2. Sustainable Transportation System: A Systems Dynamics Approach
Yuri Yevdokimov                              ......488
3. Secure, Efficient and Sustainable Trade Under NAFTA
   Javier Caceres and Darrell Richards       ......501

Freight Traffic and Grain Transportation
1. A Planning Model for the Optimization of Scheduled Freight Traffic
   Claus Eberhard and Klaus Noekel           ......516
2. Regional Elevator Survey: Grain Transportation and Characteristics of Great Plain Elevators
   Kimberly Vachal and Kenneth Button        ......531
3. Improving Container Availability for Pulse Growers in Saskatchewan: A Pilot Study
   James Nolan and David Spearin             ......545

Student Prize-Winning Papers from the 2000-2001 CTRF Student Paper Competition
1. Establishing a Kyoto Benchmark for Heavy Truck Fuel Consumption in Manitoba
   Jennifer Lee Malzer                       .....557
2. Developing a LOS Evaluation Model for Baggage Handling Systems at Canadian Airports
   Joanne Pagani                             .....572
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Crossing Borders: Trade, Travel Security and Communication

Changes in the Trucking Industry Structure
1. Les nouvelles technologies de l’information et des communications et la concentration des entreprises de transport routier de marchandises
   Guy Normandeau, Henri Isaac and Jacques Roy
   .....1

Ports and Marine Transportation
1. Canada-U.S. Container Port Rivalries: Reprise
   Doug O’Keefe
   .....17
2. Liner Shipping Strategy Selection: Lessons for Canadian Container Ports?
   Darryl Anderson
   .....32
3. Domestic Marine Transportation of Logs on Canada’s West Coast
   Philip Davies
   .....48

Grain Transportation
1. Perspectives of Wheat and Barley Importers on Logistics and Quality
   Erica Vido, Barry E. Prentice and Jake Kosior
   .....63
2. Estimation of the Demand for Grain Transportation in North Dakota
   Alan Gabriel Dybing
   .....78
3. Shuttle Train Adoption Strategies
   Weijun Huang and William W. Wilson
   .....91

Airports Performance Benchmarking
1. A Comparative Analysis of Productivity Performance of the World’s Major Airports
   Tae H. Oum and Chunyan Yu
   .....106

Kyoto, Sustainability and Transportation
1. Meeting the Kyoto Targets: Transportation Options, Options, and Outcomes?
   Clarence Woudsma
   .....121
2. Vertical Linkages of a Sustainable Transportation Network
   Yuri V. Yevdokimov
   .....136
3. Freight Efficiency and Technology Initiative
   Nicole Charron
   .....148

Rail Infrastructure
1. CPR Branch Line Discontinuance - Historical Perspective and Current Realities
   John Nash and Paul Clegg
   .....153
2. Identifying Blackspots at Highway - Rail Grade Crossings in Canada
   Congming Ren, Liping Fu and Frank Saccomanno
   .....168

Intermodalism and Logistics
1. Importance of Intermodal Connectivity and Bottleneck Elimination
   Barry Prentice
   .....183
2. **Intermodal Transport in Canada**  
   Joseph Monteiro and Gerald Robertson  
   ...198

3. **Locating Warehousing and Logistics: Exploring the Link Between Transportation and Land Use in Calgary 1963-2001**  
   Clarence Woudsma and John F. Jensen  
   ...213

**Borders, IT, Costs and Security**

1. **Border-Related Costs Attributable to U.S.-Canadian Border Crossings**  
   John C. Taylor, Douglas R. Robideaux and George C. Jackson  
   ...228

2. **Smart Borders and Safe Borders: Is there a Distinction?**  
   Darren Prokop  
   ...243

**ITS, GPS and Urban Transportation**

1. **The Rapid Infiltration of the Canadian and United States Highway Transportation Marketplace by Roundabouts as a Transportation Revolution for Urban Areas**  
   Tony Redington  
   ...262

2. **ITS and GPS Based Demand Responsive Public Transit**  
   Sarah J. Taylor and Ata M. Khan  
   ...278

3. **Development of a Public Transit Information System: Use of GIS and ITS Technologies**  
   Sarah J. Taylor and Ata M. Khan  
   ...293

**Urban Freight Transportation Research**

1. **The Lower Mainland (Vancouver) Truck Freight Study**  
   D. Bickel, G. Chow, B. Clement, J. Mills, and J. Wang  
   ...308

**Security and Transportation**

1. **Emerging Security Shifts and Trends in U.S. Trade and Border Crossings**  
   Lisa Randall and Felix Ammah-Tagoe  
   ...333

2. **Not Enough Hours in a Day**  
   A. James Park  
   ...348

3. **Terrorism and Containers: Impact to Canadian Agriculture Importers and Exporters**  
   Shelley Thompson and David Spearin  
   ...363

**Air Transportation After 9/11**

1. **Commercial Aviation - A Canada-United States Post September 11th Comparison**  
   Gordon Baldwin, Lisa Di Pietro and Robert Masse  
   ...379

2. **The Contribution of Commercial Aviation to the Economy of Manitoba: An Economic Impact Assessment**  
   J. Jurgens Bekker and Barry E. Prentice  
   ...394

**Assessing Transportation Infrastructure**

1. **Economics and Finance Applied to the Life Cycle of Transportation Infrastructure**  
   Michael E. Kieran  
   ...409

2. **Assessing the Impacts of Freight Transportation on Highway Capacity**  
   Edward Fekpe  
   ...423

**Understanding Air Transport Demand**

1. **Evaluating Short and Long-Term Forecasts for Canadian Air Passenger Data Using Time Series Models**  
   Emir Emiray and Gabriel Rodriguez  
   ...438

2. **The Impact of Travel Time and Cost Changes on the Demand for Short Haul Air Service:**
The Edmonton-Calgary Market
Philip Davies and Geoffrey Horner

Airline Strategies Under Deregulation: Fares and Schedules in Three Low Density Routes in Alberta
Philip Davies and Geoffrey Horner

Applied Methodologies
1. The Prediction of Shipping Accidents in Inland Waterways Using Formal Concept Analysis
   Ray R. Hashemi, Louis A. LeBlanc and Tetsuya Kobayashi

Evolution in Transport Information Collection
1. Intelligent Transportation Systems, Border and Port Systems, Technology and Research Funding
   David Spearin and Peggy MacTavish
2. Electronic Collection of Air Transportation Statistics Pilot Project
   Garry Tulipan, Michel Villeneuve and Stephen Ellsworth
3. ITS Data Mining and Archive to Evaluate Nationwide Performance
   Edmond Chin-Ping Chang

Border Crossing Travel Time
1. Using Truck Tractor Logs to Estimate Travel Times at Canada-U.S. Border Crossings in Southern Ontario
   Robert Leore, Mireille Trent and Tony Shallow
2. Establishing Benchmarks for International Border Crossing Truck Travel Time
   Mark Lepofsky, David R. Ellis and Robert E.L. Davis
3. Crossborder Transportation Surveys: Let's Get Them Right!
   Murray Mcleod

Topical Air Subjects
1. Ultra Large Airlifters (ULAs): A North American Window of Opportunity
   Lt. Col. Woodgerd
2. Airship Fuel Tankers for Northern Resource Development: A Requirements Analysis
   Barry E. Prentice and Jim Thomson

ITS and Border Crossings
1. Using Supply Chain Technology to Improve Border Crossings
   Edmond Chin-Ping Chang
2. New Technology Adoption and the Implementation of E-Commerce in the Mid-Continent International Trade Corridor Region
   Heather Dawn Gibb

The Neglected
1. The Canadian Courier Services Industry
   Joseph Monteiro
2. The Canadian Air Cargo Business
   Joseph Monteiro, Melanie Nera and David Krause
3. The Case of Nav Canada Revisited
   Michel Boucher

Security
1. Air Security Fees and Highway Safety
W.G. Waters and H. Chunyan Yu  ....676
2.  An Exploratory Benefit-Cost Analysis of Motor Carrier Safety Fitness Ratings in Canada
Fred P. Nix and W.G. Waters II  ....691

Bus Transportation
1. Validation and Analysis of Computational Results from a Regional Assignment-Simulation Model to Evaluate Transit Signal Priority in Chicago
Elaine Chang and Athanasios Ziliaskopoulos  ....706
2. Evaluating Accessibility to Employment by Public Transit from the Commuter’s Perspective
Christopher Fullerton  ....721
3. Bus Transportation - Towards Regulatory Reform in Intercity Busing?
Joseph Monteiro  ....736

Hydrogen and Transportation
1. Participation in the Hydrogen Economy: A Transportation Economy
Doug Duncan, Connie Van Rosmalen, John Spacek and Terry Zdan  ....753
2. Hydrogen Fuel Cell Vehicles and Demonstration Projects: Where They Are At
Doug Duncan and Connie Van Rosmalen  ....768

Highway Conditions
1. Theoretical Derivation for CBR Mathematical Expression
X.Y. Wang and S. Tighe  ....781

Student Papers (Winners of 2001-2002 Student Paper Competition)

Undergraduate Category
1. Effects of Highway Traffic Diversion on Roadside Businesses from Long’ s Creek to Fredericton, NB
Trevor Hanson, UNB  ....796
2. Policy Proposal: Air Transport in Small Communities
Phillip Seo and Mary Sie, UBC  ....811

Master’s Category
1. Real-Time Identification and Tracking of Recurrent Traffic Queues Based on Average Link Speed Using Loop Detector Data
T. Nixon Chan, University of Waterloo  ....825
2. A Survey-Based Approach to Measure Taxiway Delay and Predictability at Lester B. Pearson International Airport
Yuval Grinspun, University of Toronto  ....841
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## Transportation Revolutions

### Federal Government Policies and Priorities For the Transportation Revolution
1. **The Transportation Sector: Federal Revenues and Expenditures Balance**  
   J. Jurgens Bekker and Barry E. Prentice  
   Page 1
2. **Développements subséquents à l’adoption des modifications à la loi sur la Concurrence pour l’industrie aérienne au Canada**  
   Jacques Picard  
   Page 16
3. **Canadian Transportation Alliances Under the Competition Act**  
   Joseph Monteiro, Gwill Allen and David Krause  
   Page 31

### Unravelling Innovation: Are We Evolving, Revolving or Devolving?
1. **Patents and R&D Expenditures as Indicators of Innovations in the Canadian Transportation Sector**  
   Dimitri Sanga  
   Page 47
   Livio Marradi, G. Labbiento et al  
   Page 61
3. **The Economics of Commuter Rail Alternatives: A Comparative Cost Perspective**  
   Stephen Richardson  
   Page 76

### High Revs in the Truck Lane
1. **Measuring What You Manage: Challenges for Provincial Transportation Policy**  
   Megan J. Warachka and Barry E. Prentice  
   Page 97
2. **Estimating the Cost of Delay to Motor Carriers Operating in the Lower Mainland and Fraser Valley**  
   Mark Lynch  
   Page 112

### Fitting Infrastructure Networks to Meet New Challenges
1. **Road Infrastructures and Public-Private Partnerships: A Canadian Evaluation**  
   Michael Boucher  
   Page 127
2. **The Welfare -Distributional Impacts of Congestion Pricing on Road Networks**  
   Robin Lindsey  
   Page 149

### Business Impacts on Air Markets Undergoing Revolutionary Change
1. **The Survivability of Short-Haul Small Market Air Transportation in Canada**  
   John Brander and Beverly Cook  
   Page 164
2. **The Low Cost Revolution in Western Canada: WestJet’s Impact on Regional Schedules and Fares**  
   Philip Davies and Geoffrey Horner  
   Page 179
3. **Air Transportation and the Economy in Atlantic Canada**  
   Robert Grant and Debra Grant  
   Page 191

### Meeting the Need For Revolutionary Sustainable Propulsion and Transit in Our Urban Areas
1. **The Public Transit Commuter Accessibility Audit**  
   Christoper Fullerton  
   Page 206
2. **How Energy Constraints Could Ensure A Major Role For Tethered Vehicles in Canada’s Next Transport Revolution**  
   Richard Gilbert and Mee-Ian Wong  
   Page 221
New Dimensions to Understanding and Modelling Urban Trip Making
1. *Understanding the Travel Behaviour of the Rural Elderly*
   Eric Hildebrand, Marty Gordon and Trevor Hanson  ....236
2. *Characteristics of Weekend Travel in Calgary*
   J. D. Hunt and D. M. Atkins  ....253

Looking Forward To More Changes: The Revolution Continues
1. *Methodology and tool for the Canadian shippers to support a sustainable freight transportation system*
   Yann Alix and Martin Fournier  ....268
2. *How a Transport Futures Assessment Could Facilitate Canada’s Next Transportation Revolution*
   Anthony Perl and Richard Gilbert  ....283
3. *Modelling potential changes in demand for freight transportation in Atlantic Canada due to climate change impacts*
   Yuri V. Yevodokimov and Oleg Byelyayev  ....296

Technologies For Meeting Revolutionary Challenge
1. *Canadian Pipeline Transportation in the Natural Gas Industry*
   Joseph Monteiro  ....310
2. *Vers une nouvelle approche méthodologique pour le phénomène de la conteneurisation des marchandises au Canada*
   Jean François Pelletier and Yann Alix  ....326
3. *The Milestones in Canadian Transportation and its Future*
   Joseph Monteiro, Susan Matthews and Gerald Robertson  ....342

Revolutions in Freight and Commercial Transport Modelling
1. *Forecasting Freight Transport Demand in Alberta Using Dirty Data and Flawed Models*
   W.D. Walls and C. Woudsma  ....361
2. *Edmonton Commercial Movements Study*
   J.D. Hunt, A.T. Brownlee and M. Ishani  ....376
3. *Review of Urban Commodity Movement Demand Modelling Approaches*
   K. J. Stefan and J.D. Hunt  ....391

Revolutions in Urban Transportation
1. *Advanced Minibus Technology and its Potential Applications to Suburban Communities*
   Simon Foo  ....406
2. *Comparing Mail-Out and Open-House Survey Methods for Gauging Public Attitudes to Transportation Plans*
   J.D. Hunt and M. Mackay  ....421

Logistics Revolutions: Using Systematic Approaches For Planning Operations and Solving Location Allocation Problems
1. *Operational and Tactical Planning in the Beverage Industry*
   Mehmet Atilla Begen, Martin L. Puterman and Ernest Wu  ....436
   Colin Dederick  ....446
3. *Solving the City of Calgary High School Location Problem for the Year 2033*
Security and Safety: Revolution 1
1. *Quo Vadis Deregulation? Lessons from the Marine Sector*
   Paul D. Earl
   ....479
2. *The Effects of Two Road Safety Advertisements on Viewers’ Perceptions and Driving Intentions*
   R. Tay, P. Champness and B. Watson
   ....494

Air Transport Regulation
1. *Air Cargo Co-Mingling in Anchorage, Phase II*
   Darren Prokop
   ....504
   Tae Hoon Oum Anming Zhang and Yimin Zhang
   ....515

Security and Safety: Revolution 2
1. *PreBoard Screening Analysis at Vancouver International Airport*
   D. Atkins, M. A. Begen, B. Kluczny, A. Parkinson and M.L. Puterman
   ....530
2. *Analysis of Accidents*
   R. Hashemi, L. A. Le Blanc and B. Westgeest
   ....540

Crossing Borders
1. *Local Economic Development Initiatives and Border Planning: Huntingdon-Sumas Border Crossing*
   Philip Davies
   ....552
2. *The Internet as an Information and Service-Delivery Tool for Canada’s Customs Brokerage Industry*
   Michael A. Haughton
   ....567

Aviation Approaches To Meet Revolutionary Passenger Demands
1. *The Edmonton and Calgary Aviation Markets – A Tale of Two More Cities*
   Gordon G. Baldwin and Lisa Di Pietro
   ....582

Student Papers (Winners of 2002-2003 Student Paper Competition)
Undergraduate Category
1. *Is there a latent transit potential in Waterloo Region?*
   Wesley J. H. Andreas
   ....597

Masters Category
   Marionir Da Silvaz
   ....612
2. *The Effect of the Darling Report on Canadian Coastal Trade Legislation*
   Trevor R. Hanson
   ....627

Ph.D. Category
1. *Prediction of Freeway Crash Potential for Real-Time Crash Prevention*
   Chris Lee
   ....642
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Transportation Planning/Modelling - 1
1. Modelling the location choice behaviour of retail trade business establishments in the City of Hamilton, Canada
   Hanna Maoh and Pavlos Kanaroglou ...1
2. Examining impacts of transportation on residential property values using geographical Information system: a hedonic price model approach
   Muhammad Ahsanul Habib, Farhana Ferdous and K. M. Maniruzzaman ...14
3. Land use and capital costs at border crossings: Pacific Highway
   Philip Davies ...29

Trucking
1. “Too many trucks on the Road”?
   Gordon Baldwin ...44
2. Un portrait du marché du travail des conducteurs dans le secteur du transport routier de marchandises au Québec
   Yvon Bigras and Guy Normandeau ...55
3. Encore sur la route: profil des camionneurs au Canada
   Vincent Dubé and Denis Pilon ...70

Transportation Safety
1. Comparing highway speed consistency measures using analytical method
   Peter (Young-Jin) Park ...85
2. Estimation of vehicle-to-vehicle accident risk at signalized intersections
   Dewan Masud Karim ...100
3. On a necessity of sensor redundancy for safety integrity improvement in GNSS/INS based train location
   Lubor Bazant and Hyneck Mocek ...115

Trucking and Highway Issues
1. The relationship of collision rates and dynamic performance of heavy trucks
   Alfonso Corredor, Karl Groskopf and Ron Madill ...130
2. A framework for winter road maintenance optimisation
   Mathieu Trudel ...144

Transportation and the Economy
1. Role of transportation in trade competitiveness: understanding the policy context through quantitative measures
   Nilam Bedi and Atif Kubursi ...158
2. Sourcing of transportation inputs: comparative tire pricing on the Internet and other channels
   Louis A. LeBlanc ...172

Short Sea Shipping
1. Short sea shipping and the supply chain: a review of cross lake ferry economics and benefits
   Christopher Wright ...186
Transportation and the Elderly
1. Transportation implications of Canada’s aging population
   Darren M. Scott, K. Bruce Newbold, Antonio Paez and Pavlos S. Kanaroglou ...201
2. Transport policy responses in an ageing society: an international comparison
   Ruben Mercado, Antonio Paez, K. Bruce Newbold, Darren M. Scott and Pavlos S. Kanaroglou ...209
3. Canada’s elderly population travel behaviour - experience from the Hamilton Census Metropolitan Area
   Dimitris Potoglou, Antonio Paez, Darren M. Scott, Pavlos S. Kanaroglou and K. Bruce Newbold ...224
4. A GIS-based decision support tool to study the impact of elderly population on the transportation system in Hamilton Census Metropolitan Area (CMA)
   Hanna Maoh, Pavlos Kanaroglou, Darren M. Scott, K. Bruce Newbold and Antonio Paez ...239

Air - 1
1. Air transportation - are new destinations on the horizon?
   Joseph Monteiro and David Krause ...253
2. Computer reservation systems in Canada - changing regulations and their economic rationale
   Joseph Monteiro and David Krause ...270
3. Capstone Avionics in Alaska: an economic appraisal
   Darren Prokop ...286

Transportation and the Environment
1. Purolator Courier’s “greening the fleet” initiative
   Douglas J. Kube ...311
2. A Kyoto Protocol update: opportunities and challenges for Canadian freight rail
   Malcolm Cairns ...323
3. Climate change, productivity shocks and demand for freight ground transportation in Atlantic Canada
   Yuri V. Yevdokimov and Oleg Byelyayev ...341

Transportation Costs
1. Challenges in measuring the external costs of transport
   A. E. Boardman, David Gillen, W.G. Waters II and Anming Zhang ...356
2. Measuring congestion costs
   W. G. Waters II and Markus von Wartburg ...371
3. Estimating traffic delay costs caused by freeway crashes
   Jaehyun H. Noh, Frank Saccomanno and Bruce Hellinga ...385

Marine
1. The Canadian shipbuilding industry, world market distorting practices and mechanisms to deal with it
   Joseph Monteiro, Gerald Robertson and Keith Dawson ...400
2. Midstream opportunities and challenges for Canada’s west coast ports
   Darryl Anderson ...417
3. Canadian and US ports, port competition and cargo diversion
   Joseph Monteiro ...432

Transportation Financing
1. The effects of railway investments in a polycentric city

186
2. **Auslink: a new approach to intergovernmental financial arrangements for land transport funding**  
   Raluca Raicu, Derek Scrafton and Michael Taylor  
   ...465

### Air - 2
1. **Cargo airships: civilian applications and national defence**  
   Barry Prentice  
   ...480
2. **Some second thoughts on the governance of Canadian airports**  
   Michel Boucher  
   ...495
3. **Airport congestion and market structure: the case of variable passenger time costs**  
   Anming Zhang and Andrew Yuen  
   ...516

### Geographic Information Systems
1. **National Road Network (NRN) (Canada’s digital road centreline framework data)**  
   Marcel Sabourin  
   ...540
2. **Reviving the activity space: can “old” behavioural geography provide “new” insights to the urban transport policy debate**  
   Ron N. Buliung  
   ...555
3. **Developing a GIS-based detailed traffic simulation model for the Montreal region: opportunities and challenges**  
   Timothy Spurr and Murtaza Haider  
   ...571

### Trade and Border Issues
1. **The importance of security in the service offerings of Canada’s customs brokers**  
   Michael A. Haughton  
   ...585
2. **The Eurasian land bridge - an economic perspective of a new transportation corridor between Europe and China**  
   Barry E. Prentice and L. Fan  
   ...597

### Accessible Transportation and Developing Issues
1. **Determining relationships between regional characteristics and paratransit demand**  
   Peter Allaby  
   ...611
2. **Public transportation: a solution to social exclusion**  
   Sean Nix  
   ...625
3. **Developing media partnerships for crisis communications during transportation disasters**  
   Jill A. Lynn  
   ...634

### Transportation Safety and the Environment
1. **Potential demand for household alternative fuelled vehicles in Hamilton, Canada: a stated choices experiment and survey**  
   Dimitris Potoglou and Pavlos S. Kanaroglou  
   ...647
2. **Hydrogen hybrid internal combustion engine bus demonstration**  
   Allister Hickson and Christy Sokol  
   ...662
3. **An analytical model for determination of road safety index**  
   Mahmoud Safrzadeh, Maghsood Pooryari and Hamidreza Bahramian  
   ...673

### Transportation Planning/Modelling - 2
1. **Travel demand model in railway transportation network, using the vector autocorrelation**  
   ...187
1. Routine (VAR)
   Mahmoud Saffarzadech and Abdolreza Rezaee-Arjroody...

2. Ship traffic simulation in the port of a developing country: Evidence from Nigeria
   Mobolaji S. Stephens and Innocent C. Ogwude...

3. Impacts of road improvements on generated traffic congestion and emissions: case of the Hamilton CMA, Canada
   Hejun Kang, Darren M. Scott, Pavlos S. Kanaroglou and Hanna Maoh...

Urban Issues
1. Keeping Peel’s economy on the move - advancing the agenda for goods movement in Peel
   Murray McLeod...

2. Urban transport issue and improvement options in Bangladesh
   M. Mazharul Hoque, Bidoura Khondaker and M. J. B Alam...

Award Winning Papers (CTRF 2003-2004 Student Paper Competition)

Undergraduate Category
First Prize - Past Presidents Award
1. Aircraft Noise: a survey of the regulatory framework and enforcement mechanisms in Canada
   Michael T. Kariya...

Third Prize
2. An urban governance model to achieve sustainable urban transportation and development: a case study of Vancouver
   Jesse W.R. Coleman...

Monteiro and Robertson
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La Concurrence, Un Moteur De Changement

Transport, concurrence et infrastructure / Transportation, Competition and Infrastructure
1. Myths, Reality and Wishful Thinking: A Layman’s Review of the Literature on Transportation and Economic Development
   Debra Ward ...1
2. La recherche et l’innovation au ministère des Transports du Québec : pour mieux s’adapter aux changements
   Daniel Hargreaves et Catherine Berthod ...16

Maritime 1 / Marine 1
1. Libéraliser pour augmenter la compétitivité du cabotage: le cas de l’Australie et de la Nouvelle-Zélande
   Emmanuel Guy ...30
2. De la concurrence à la complémentarité ou du cabotage au transport maritime sur courte distance:
   l’intermodalité comme moteur de changement
   Jean-François Pelletier ...45
3. Le transport fluvial des marchandises conteneurisées : les facteurs transposables d’une réussite sur le St-Laurent ? Expérience de CMA-CGM avec le River Shuttle sur le Rhône en France
   Yann Alix et Jean-François Pelletier ...58

Le commerce international et les douanes / Trade and Border Issues
1. Effects of Freight Border Crossing Process Changes in the Competitiveness of the U.S.A-Mexico Border Region and Trade
   Juan Carlos Villa ...73
2. The Contribution of Advanced Package Arrival Information to Efficient Ground Deliveries by International Couriers
   Michael Houghton ...84
3. The Cumulative Impact of the U.S.A. Import Compliance Programs at the Canada/U.S.A. Land Border on the Canadian Trucking Industry
   Donald McKnight and Louis-Paul Tardif ...96

Le transport ferroviaire / Railway Transportation
1. Short Lines and Regional Railways: Competitor or Feeder?
   Joseph Monteiro ...109
2. The First Carrier Choice Survey for the Québec City-Windsor Corridor: Shipper Preference Suggests Uphill Battle for Increasing Rail Freight Market Share
   Zachary Patterson, Gordon Ewing and Murtaza Haider ...128

La circulation urbaine et la vitesse / Urban Traffic and Velocity
1. Effect of Different Median Barriers on Traffic Speed
   Anthony Churchill and Richard Tay ...143
2. Urban Density and Transit Viability: A Case Study
3. **Pour ligne bleue du Tramway de Montréal**
Pierre Barrieau

---

**L’aviation et le train à grande vitesse / Aviation and High-Speed Rail**

1. **Airship Market Prospects: A Qualitative Forecast to 2015**
   Barry Prentice and Jim Thomson

2. **A New Perspective on High-Speed Rail in the Quebec-Windsor Corridor: Addressing the Distance/Density Debate**
   Julie Tasker-Brown and Judith Patterson

---

**Modelling Urban Mobility / Modélisation de la mobilité urbaine**

1. **Design of a Shipper-Based Survey of Freight Movements in the Greater Golden Horseshoe**
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